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In order to obtain agricultural information of Web site in different languages, the 

multilingual search engine system was developed for farmers of many countries. The Namazu 

search engine was applied to multilingual search engine method for in-site Web and Google 

search engine was adopted for W~V respectively. Two subsystems of the multilingual search 

engine system were designed to solve the language problem. One is the basic terminology 

translation dictionary for translation of retrieval terms, and the other is Web ASP translation 

service for translation of retrieval results and contents. For search of in-site Web and WWW of 

other country languages, firstly, farmers write a retrieval term in their mother language on the 

text input form of the translation dictionary, and then it is translated into the retrieval teun of 

other languages by using the basic terminology translation dictionary. Secondly, farmers can 

search exactly the retrieval term in the Web site of different languages by search engine system, 

Namazu or Google. Finally, the retrieval results are translated into their own native languages 

by using the Web ASP translation service. The farmers could use much information of other 

country languages as well as information of native language without difficulty of language. 

Therefore, the amount of information available for agricultural production increased remarkably 

by using the multilingual search engine system. 

INTRODUCTION 
As a result of the development of the information technology, almost kind of informa-

tion is accessible to anywhere in the world. Because of the remarkable development of 

Internet technology in Japan and Korea especially, farmers of each country have utilized 

the Internet by broadband as well as urban dwellers. They are able to obtain easily much 

information on the Internet and to share the agricultural information or database (Kouno 

and Machida, 2001; Rohrig et al., 2001; Lopes et aL, 2001). We can regard W~V as the 

huge information database, and most of information on Web site can be used by search 

engine. 

Search sewices on the Web are derived from two basic paradigms generally, directory 

services and query-based search engines. Directory services such as Yahoo, Einet 

Galaxy, Link center, and Nerd world, etc., provide a classification of W~V resources 

(Callery and Trac~~Proulx, 1997). In contrast to directory services, query-based search 
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engines such as Excite, Lycos, Inforseek, Alta Vista, Goo, and Google provide broad cover-

age of the Web through intensive automation of indexing and retrieval processes. These 

services construct databases built from robotic collection of Web pages (Jenkins et al., 

1998) . Because of the utilization for only information of the particular language in the 

existing search engine, farmers of many countries have a difficulty to get information of 

other country languages on the Internet. The multilingual search engine system is 

necessary to get agricultural information in the Web site of different language for farmers. 

The current study deals with the conceptual model of multilingual search engine sys-

tem. The multilingual search engine system was designed to get a lot of information of 

Web site in other country languages as well as native language. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The multilingual collaboration systern of agricultural production 

Farmers of many countries can share crops condition, the environmental conditions 

in the greenhouse, running state of the equipment, cultivation log, observation log, 

cultivation multimedia database and agricultural information through the Internet on the 

multilingual collaboration system of agricultural production (Lee and Nakaji, 2003). 

Farmers are able to collaborate on agricultural production on the multilingual 
collaboration system by their own native languages. 

Figure I shows the composition of the collaboration system with Client-Server type. 

The IP camera was set in the greenhouse of Kyushu University Farm, where melons were 

cultivated by nutrient solution culture. The crops are observed in real time on the screen 

of multilingual collaboration system of agricultural production by IP camera images. 
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of agricultural production collaboration system with 
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Farmers can confirm the cultivating situation and environment for agricultural facilities of 

specific region on the multilingual collaboration system through the Internet. The 

language translation system was composed of two subsystems, the basic terminology 

translation dictionary and the Web ASP translation service. The farmers can exchange 

the views and comments for crops condition in the greenhouse and appropriate work on 

the multilingual collaboration system by their own native languages. 

The multilingual search function was used to get voluminous information of Web site 

in other country languages on the multilingual collaboration system of agricultural 

production. Figure 2 shows the multilingual search function on the screen of multilingual 

collaboration system. Farmers are able to utilize the multilingual search engine system on 

the multilingual collaboration system of agricultural production through the Internet. The 

search engines of two types, Namazu and Google, were used for the multilingual search 

engine system. Namazu is used to retrieve the information for in-site Web, and Google is 

used to retrieve the information for wrVW. 
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Search engine function on the screen of multilingual collaboration system 

of agricultural production for farmers of each country. 

Namazu search engine system 
Namazu search engine is used for the Japanese fulltext search system intended for 

easy utilization. It is free software which can be downloaded from Namazu home page on 
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the Internet (Namazu, 2003). It can construct the ~rw fulltext search system of a small 

or medium scale by operating as CGI (Common Gateway Interface) , and it can be also 

used for a personal database with network. It consists of the 'mknmz' command to make 

the index files and the 'namazu' command to retrieve the index files (Baba, 2003). 

Figure 3 shows the flow chart of Namazu command in Namazu search engine. The 

Namazu search engine system has two functions "indexing" and "searching". The former 

makes index of text files by mknmz command described with Perl language, and the latter 

searches index files by namazu command described with C Ianguage. Namazu search 
system is able to retrieve the information of Web site as well as database of particular 

personal computer through the network. 

~) To prepare the many text files 

mkmuz 
command ~ 
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Fig. 3. 
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Method of multilingual search engine system 
Search function is a tool to retrieve a necessary data in enormous information easily 

and quickly. The query-based search engine was applied to the multilingual search 

engine method. To solve the language problem, the multilingual search method was 

carried out by two subsystems, i.e. the basic terminology translation dictionary for 

translation of retrieval term, and the Web ASP translation service for translation of 

retrieval results and contents. 

In order to search the Web site in other country languages, firstly, farmers write a 

retrieval term in their mother language on the text input form of the basic terminology 

translation dictionary, and then it is translated into the retrieval term of other languages 
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(Lee and Nakaji, 2004). Secondly, the translated retrieval term is inserted in the search 

engine of Namazu or Google. Thirdly, the retrieval results are translated in native 

language by using the Web ASP translation service. Finally, the farmers can choose the 

necessary information data of retrieval results, and obtain the retrieval contents 

translated into their native language by using the Web ASP translation service. As a 

result, farmers can get much information in the Web site of other country languages 

without difficulty of language by the multilingual search engine system. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Example of multilingual search engine method 
Figure 4 shows the flow chart to retrieve Japanese language Web site in Korean lan-

guage. First of all, a Korean retrieval term is translated into the Japanese retrieval term 

by using the basic terminology translation dictionary. The translated Japanese retrieval 

term is input to the text form and retrieved by Namazu / Google search engine function. 

After the result of retrieval in Japanese is translated into Korean language by using the 

Web ASP translation service, the Korean farmer can obtain information of retrieval 

contents in Korean language. The Japanese farmer can retrieve the Korean Web site by 

the similar procedures for Google search. Farmers are able to get much agricultural 

information of Web site of other country languages as well as Web site of their native 

language s . 

Fig. 4. The flow chart to retrieve Japanese language Web site in Korean language. 

Search of the in-site by Namazu 
Namazu search engine was used to search the Web of in-site of other country lan-

guages on the multilingual collaboration system. In this study, the Web of in-site means 

actually the site of the multilingual collaboration system of agricultural production 

described originally by Japanese language. Therefore, when this Web site is searched, the 

farmers of Korea have the problem of language. To search the information of Japanese 
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Fig. 5. Screens of the in site search by Namazu. 

(a) Japanese translation of retrieval term (b) Namazu search engine system 

(c) retrieval results by Namazu (d) Korean translation of retrieval results 

language, multilingual search engine system is used for Korean farmers. Korean Farmers 

are able to search information of Web site of different languages by Korean language. 

Figure 5 shows the search process of Namazu search engine by Korean language. 

The Korean farmer can search the Web of in-site of Japanese by using the basic 
terminology translation dictionary and the Web ASP translation service. The process is as 

follows: (a) The retrieval term of Korean language is translated into the retrieval term of 

Japanese language by using the basic terminology translation dictionary. (b) The Namazu 

search engine is used for Japanese fulltext search. The retrieval term translated into 

Japanese is inserted in the text form. (c) The retrieval results of Japanese are displayed 

on the screen by Namazu. (d) The retrieval results are translated from Japanese into 

Korean by the Web ASP translation service Mobico & Sysmeta co.. The Korean farmer 

chooses the necessary information data and can get the necessary information in Korean 

language. 

Search of wn~r by Google 
The Korean farmers are able to search for information on W~rw of Japanese by their 

native languages. Figure 6 shows the search process on WwrV of Japanese language by 
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Fig. 6. Screens of the search in WWW search by Google. 

(a) Japanese translation of retrieval term (b) retrieval results by Google 

(c) Korean translation of retrieval results (d) Korean translation of retrieval contents 

the Korean farmer. The process is as follows: (a) The retrieval term of Korean language is 

translated into the retrieval term of Japanese language by using the basic terminology 

translation dictionary. (b) The Google search engine is used for search of Japanese 

W~V. The retrieval results in Japanese language are showrl as in the figure. (c) The 

retrieval results are translated from Japanese into Korean by the Web ASP translation 

service of Mobico & Sysmeta co.. (d) The retrieval contents are translated from Japanese 

into Korean by the Web ASP translation service too. Japanese farmer can search the 

information of Web site of Korean language in the same method. 

Consequently, the amount of information available for collaboration increased 

remarkably by using the multilingual search system. 

CONCLUSION 
The multilingual search system was developed to share the agricultural information in 

Web site of other country languages for farmers. The multilingual search engine was used 

not only to obain much information of Web site in other language but also to carry out the 

fulltext search for other language database. It is very useful to get much information of 
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Web site and database in other country languages, even if the procedure of translation is 

slightly troublesome. Farmers could get a lot of information of the other languages as well 

as information of the native language without a language barrier. 
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